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Quarter   1   Standards  Learning   Targets   Success   Criteria   Content   Vocabulary   
PS   

  
RF.4.3   Know   and   apply   
grade-level   phonics   and   word   
analysis   skills   in   decoding   
words.   

We   are   learning   to   decode   
unfamiliar   words.  

I   can   decode   the   words   using   
phonics   and   word   analysis   skills.   
(List   specific   skills/strategies   in   SC   
that   you   will   be   covering   for   the   
day.)   

Phonics   
Word   Analysis   
Decode   
  

  RF.4.3a   Use   combined   
knowledge   of   all   letter-sound   
correspondences,   syllabication   
patterns   and   morphology   to   
accurately   read   unfamiliar   
multisyllabic   words.   

We   are   learning   to   use   
strategies   to   decode   
unfamiliar   words.  

I   can     
● use   syllables   to   help   me   

figure   out   a   new   word   
● use   prefixes   and   suffixes   to   

help   me   figure   out   a   new   
word   

● use   roots   to   help   me   figure   
out   a   new   word   

Syllable   
Multisyllabic   
Morphology   
Root   
Affixes   
Prefix   
Suffix   

PS   
  

RF.4.4   Read   fluently   
(accuracy,   speed   and   
prosody)   on   grade-level   text   
to   support   comprehension.   

We   are   learning   to   read   with   
accuracy   and   fluency   to   
support   my   comprehension.   

I   can     
● read   a   text   at   the   right   speed   

to   help   me   comprehend   it   
● read   without   unnecessary   

pauses   to   help   me   
comprehend   a   text   

● define   “prosody”   and   read   
poetry   with   it   

Fluency   
Comprehension   
Prosody   

  RF.4.4a   Fluently   read   
grade-level   text   with   purpose   
and   understanding.    

We   are   learning   to   read   a   text   
with   purpose   and   
understanding.     

I   can     
● fluently   read   text   
● state   my   purpose   for   reading     
● accurately   answer   questions   

about   the   text   I   read   

Reading   with   
    Purpose   
Reading   for   
    Understanding   
Fluent   

  RF.4.4b   Fluently   read   
grade-level   prose   and   poetry   
orally   on   successive   readings.     

We   are   learning   to   read   
poetry   and   prose   aloud   
fluently.     
  

I   can   
● define   and   identify   prose   
● define   and   identify   poetry   
● read   poetry   and/or   prose   

aloud   at   the   right   speed   to   

Prose   
Poetry   
Oral/Orally  
Fluent   
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help   me   comprehend   it   
● read   poetry   and/or   prose   

aloud   without   unnecessary   
pauses   to   help   me   
comprehend   it   

  RF.4.4c   Use   context   to   confirm   
or   self-correct   word   recognition  
and   understanding,   rereading   as  
necessary.     

We   are   learning   to   use   
context   clues   to   determine   the  
meaning   of   words   and   
phrases   in   a   text.   
  
  

I   can     
● use   context   clues   to   confirm   

or   self-correct   words   in   a   text   
(list   the   different   types   of   
context   clues)   

● reread   when   necessary   to   help  
me   understand   words   in   a   text  

Context   
Self-correct   
Reread   

PS   
  
  
  
  
  
  

  

RL.4.1   Refer   to   details   and   
examples   in   a   text   when   
explaining   what   the   text   says   
explicitly   and   when   drawing   
inferences   from   the   text.   
  

We   are   learning   to   refer   to   
details   and   examples   in   a   text   
when   explaining   what   the   
text   says   and   when   making   
inferences.   

I   can     
● identify   details   in   a   text   
● list   examples   of   key   details   in   

text   
● explain   the   difference   

between   explicit   and   inferred   
information   

● explain   how   details   from   the   
text   support   my   inferences   

● give   examples   from   the   text   
to   support   my   inferences   

Details   
Examples   
Explicit   
Inference   

PS   RL.4.2   Analyze   how   the   
theme   is   reflected,   and   cite   
relevant   implicit   and   explicit   
evidence   from   the   text,   
including   but   not   limited   to   
poems,   stories,   and   dramas.   

We   are   learning   to     
● determine   the   theme   of  

a   story/drama/poem   
● explain   how   the   theme   

is   reflected   in   the   text   
using   relevant   
evidence   from   the   text   

  

I   can   
● determine   the   theme   of   a   

story/drama/poem   
● cite   implicit   and   explicit   

evidence   that   supports   the   
theme   

● explain   how   the   evidence   I   
chose   reflects   the   theme   

Theme   
Reflect   
Cite   
Relevant   
Implicit   
Explicit   
Poem   
Story   
Drama   

  RL.4.3   Describe   in   depth   a   
character’s   thoughts,   words   
and/or   actions,   the   setting   or   

We   are   learning   to   use   
specific   details   from   the   story  
to   describe   a   character,   

I   can     
● identify   a   character   in   a   story   
● identify   the   setting   of   a   story   

Character’s   
    Thoughts   
Character’s   
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event(s)   in   a   story   or   drama,   
drawing   on   specific   details   to   
analyze   their   interaction   over   
the   course   of   the   text.   

setting,   or   event.   ● identify   and   sequence   events   
in   a   story   

● describe   specific   details   about  
a   character   based   on   evidence   
from   the   text   

● describe   specific   details   about  
a   setting   based   on   evidence   
from   the   text   

● describe   specific   details   about  
events   based   on   evidence   
from   the   text   

    Words   
Character’s   
    Actions   
Setting   
Story   Events   
Character   Traits   

PS   RL.4.4   Determine   the   
meaning   of   words   and   
phrases   as   they   are   used   in   a   
text,   including   but   not   limited  
to   figurative   language   such   as  
metaphors   and   similes,   and   
describe   and   explain   how   
those   words   and   
phrases   shape   meaning.     

We   are   learning   to   determine   
the   meaning   of   words   and   
phrases   based   on   how   they   
are   used   in   a   text.   

I   can     
● determine   the   meaning   of   

words   and   phrases   using   
different   strategies   

● identify   and   explain   the   
meaning   of   similes   and   
metaphors   

Phrase   
Figurative   Language   
Similes   
Metaphors   

PS   RL.4.9   Compare/contrast   
themes,   topics   and   patterns   of  
events   in   stories,   myths   and  
traditional   literature   from   
different   cultures.   

We   are   learning   to   compare   
and   contrast   themes,   topics,   
and   patterns   of   events   in   
literature   from   different   
cultures.   

I   can     
● compare/contrast   similar   

themes   in   stories,   myths,   and   
traditional   literature   from   
different   cultures   

● compare/contrast   similar   
topics   in   stories,   myths,   and   
traditional   literature   from   
different   cultures   

● compare/contrast   patterns   of   
events   in   stories,   myths,   and   
traditional   literature   from   
different   cultures   

Compare   
Contrast   
Theme   
Myths   
Pattern   of     
    Events   
Topics   

PS   RI.4.1-   Refer   to   details   and   
examples   in   a   text   when   

We   are   learning   to   refer   to   
details   and   examples   in   a   text   

I   can     
● identify   key   details   in   a   text   

Inferences   
Main   Idea     
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explaining   what   the   text   says   
explicitly   and   when   drawing   
inferences   from   the   text.   

when   explaining   what   the   
text   says   and   when   making   
inferences.   

● list   examples   of   key   details   in   
text   

● explain   the   difference   
between   explicit   and   inferred   
information   

● explain   how   details   from   the   
text   support   my   inferences   

● give   examples   from   the   text   
to   support   my   inferences   

Details   
Explicit   
  
  
  

PS   RI.4.2-   Analyze   how   the   
central   ideas   are   reflected   in   a  
text,   and   cite   relevant   implicit  
and   explicit   evidence   from   the  
text.   

We   are   learning   to   determine   
the   central   idea   of   a   text.     
  

I   can     
● cite   implicit   evidence   from   

the   text   to   support   the   central   
idea   

● cite   explicit   evidence   from   a   
text   to   support   the   central   idea  

● summarize   the   central   ideas   
by   providing    implicit   and   
explicit   evidence   

Central   Idea   
Cite   
Implicit   
Explicit   
Evidence,   Summarize   

PS   RI.4.3-   Explain   the   
individuals,   events,   
procedures,   ideas   or   concepts   
in   a   historical,   scientific,   or   
technical   text,   including   what   
happened   and   why,   based   on   
specific   information   over   the   
course   of   a   text.   

We   are   learning   to   explain   the  
relationship   between   
individuals,   events,   ideas   or   
concepts   in   an   informational   
text.     

I   can     
● explain   cause   and   effect   

relationships   in   historical   and   
scientific   texts   

● explain   the   ideas   or   concepts   
in   technical   text   

● explain   the   events   in   
historical   text   

Relationships   Interactions   
Individuals   
Events   
Ideas  
Concepts   
Historical   Text   Scientific   Text   
Technical   Text   

PS   RI.4.6   Compare/contrast   a   
firsthand   and   secondhand   
account   of   the   same   event   or   
topic.   

We   are   learning   to   compare   
and   contrast   firsthand   and   
secondhand   accounts   of   the   
same   event   or   topic.   

I   can     
● explain   what   a   firsthand   

account   is   
● explain   what   a   secondhand   

account   is   
● describe   the   similarities   in   

information   given   in   a   
firsthand   and   secondhand   
account   of   the   same   

Compare   
Contrast   
Firsthand   
Secondhand   
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event/topic   
● describe   the   differences   in   

information   given   in   a   
firsthand   and   secondhand   
account   of   the   same   
event/topic   

PS   RI.4.9   Integrate   information   
from   two   or   more   texts   on   the  
same   theme   or   topic.     

We   are   learning   to   integrate   
information   from   different   
texts   on   the   same   theme   or   
topic.   

I   can     
● find   information   in   two   or   

more   texts   that   show   how   a   
theme   or   topic   is   addressed   

● find   information   in   two   or   
more   texts   that   differ   on   how   
a   theme   or   topic   is   addressed   

Integrate   
Theme   
Topic   
compare   
contrast   

PS   C.4.2   Compose   informative   
and/or   explanatory   texts,   
using   writing   and   digital   
resources,   to   examine   a   topic   
and   convey   ideas   and   
information   clearly.   
(NOTE:   Students   must   have   
the   opportunity   throughout   
the   year   to   utilize   digital   
resources,   but   not   every   
writing   experience   must   
utilize   those   digital   
resources.)   

We   are   learning   to   compose   
an   informative/explanatory   
piece   from   a   topic   that   clearly  
informs   and   explains   our   
ideas.   
  

I   can     
● use   either   or   both   written   and   

digital   resources   to   write   an   
informative   text   

● clearly   communicate   
information   in   a   logical   
sequence   

Compose   
Informative   
Explanatory   
Digital   Resources   
Topic   
Convey   
  
  
  

PS   C.4.2a   Produce   clear   and   
coherent   writing   in   which   the   
development   and   
organization   are   appropriate   
to   task,   purpose   and   
audience.   

We   are   learning   to   produce    an  
organized   informative   piece   that  
is   appropriate   to   task,   purpose   
and   audience.   

I   can     
● produce   a   writing   that   

includes:   
○ situation   
○ purpose   
○ audience   
○ task   

● produce   a   writing   that   
includes:   

Coherent   
Situation     
Purpose   
Audience   
Task   
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○ situation   
○ purpose   
○ audience   
○ task   

PS   C.4.2b   Introduce   a   topic   
clearly,   and   group   related   
information   in   paragraphs   
and   sections;include   
formatting,   illustrations   and   
multimedia   when   useful   to   
aid   in   comprehension.   

We   are   learning   to   introduce   
a   topic   clearly   and   group   the   
related   information.     
  

I   can   
● introduce   a   topic   clearly   
● organize   related   information   

into   paragraphs   
● use   illustrations   when   

appropriate   to   support   
understanding   of   my   topic   

● use   multimedia   when   
appropriate   to   support   
understanding   of   my   topic   

Topic   
  Observation   
Formatting   Illustrations   
Multimedia   

PS   C.4.2c   Develop   the   topic   with   
facts,   definitions,   concrete   
details,   quotations   or   other  
information   and   examples   
related   to   the   topic.   

We   are   learning   to   develop   a   
topic   with   supporting   
information.     
  
  

I   can     
● locate   and   use   facts   to   support  

my   topic   
● locate   and   use   definitions   to   

support   my   topic   
● locate   and   use   concrete   details  

to   support   my   topic   
● locate   and   use   quotations   to   

support   my   topic   

Topic   
Fact   
Definition   
Concrete   Details   
Quotations   

PS   C.4.2d   Use   grade-appropriate  
conjunctions   to   develop   text   
structure   within   sentences.   

We   are   learning   to   use   
conjunctions   to   develop   text   
structure.     

I   can     
● use   coordinating   conjunctions   

properly   in   my   writing   about   
a   topic   

● use   subordinate   conjunctions   
properly   in   my   writing   about   
a   topic   

● use   correlative   conjunctions   
properly   in   my   writing   about   
a   topic   

Conjunctions   
Coordinating   
   Conjunctions   
Subordinate   
    Conjunctions   
Correlative   
    Conjunctions   
Text   Structure   

PS   C.4.2e   Use   grade-appropriate   
transitions   to   develop   text   

We   are   learning   to   use   
transition   words/phrases   to   

I   can     
● properly   use   transition   words   

Transitions   Paragraphs   
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structures   across   paragraphs.  develop   text   structures   in   
paragraphs.   

in   my   writing   
● properly   use   transitional   

phrases   in   my   writing   
PS   C.4.2f   Use   precise   language   

and   domain-specific   
vocabulary   to   inform   about  
or   explain   the   topic.   

We   are   learning   to   use   precise  
language   and   specific   
vocabulary   to   inform   our   
audience   about   a   topic.     

I   can     
● use   precise   language   in   my   

writing   about   a   topic   
● use   domain-specific   vocabulary   

in   my   writing   about   a   topic   

Precise   
Domain-   
    specific  

PS   C.4.2g   Provide   a   concluding   
section.   

  

We   are   learning   to   write   a   
concluding   section   in   our   
informative   pieces.   

I   can     
● write   a   concluding   statement   

or   section   at   the   end   of   my   
informative   piece   

● write   a   concluding   section   
that   summarizes   the   points   or   
claims   that   I   made   in   my   
informative   piece.   

Concluding   
     Section   
Conclusion   

PS   C.4.2h   With   guidance   and   
support   from   peers   and   
adults,   develop   and   
strengthen   writing   as   needed   
by   planning,   revising,   editing   
and   rewriting.   

We   are   learning   to   develop   
and   strengthen   our   writing   
with   help   from   peers   and   
adults.   

I   can   use   support   from   peers   and   
adults   to   strengthen   writing   by:   

○ planning   
○ revising   
○ editing   
○ rewriting   

Plan   
Revise   
Editing   

PS   C.4.6   Summarize   relevant   
information   from   
experiences,   or   gather   
relevant   information   from   
various   print   and   digital   
sources;   take   notes,   
categorize   information   and   
provide   a   list   of   sources.   

We   are   learning   to   gather   
information   from   resources   
or   experiences   and   
summarize   it   into   a   piece   of   
writing.   
We   are   learning   to   
appropriately   acknowledge   
sources   of   information   to   use   
in   our   writing.   

I   can     
● summarize   relevant   

information   from   experiences    
● gather   relevant   information   

from   various   print   
● gather   relevant   information   

from   digital   sources     
● take   relevant   notes   
● categorize   information   
● provide   a   list   of   sources   

Summarize   
Relevant   
Print   Sources   
Digital   Sources   
Categorize   

PS   C.4.7   Compose   routinely   over  
extended   time   frames   and   
shorter   time   frames   for   a   

We   are   learning   to   
compose/write   over   long   or   
short   time   frames.     

I   can     
● identify   my   task   for   writing   
● identify   my   purpose   for   

Situation   
Purpose   
Audience   
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variety   of   tasks,   purposes   and  
audiences.   

writing   
● identify   my   audience   for   

writing   
● compose   a   piece   of   writing   

over   an   extended   time   
● compose   a   piece   of   writing   

during   a   short   amount   of   time    

Task   

PS   L.4.1   When   writing   or   
speaking,   demonstrate   
command   of   the   conventions   
of   standard   English   grammar  
and   usage.   

We   are   learning   to   identify   
and   apply   proper   grammar   
and   usage   when   writing   or   
speaking.   

I   can     
● use   proper   grammar   when   

speaking   
● use   proper   grammar   when   

writing   

Conventions   of     
    Standard     
    English   
Usage   

PS   L.4.1a.   Use   relative   pronouns   
and   relative   adverbs.  

We   are   learning   to   
● correctly   use   relative   

pronouns.   
● correctly   use   relative   

adverbs   

I   can     
● use   the   words   who,   whose,   

whom,   which,   and   that   
correctly   as   relative   pronouns  

● use   the   words   where,   when,   
and   why   correctly   as   relative   
adverbs   

Relative   Pronoun   
Relative   Adverb   
Progressive   
    Verb   Tense   
Modal   Auxiliaries   
Convey   
Auxiliary   Verbs  

PS   L.4.1b.   Use   the   progressive   
verb   tenses.     

We   are   learning   to   correctly   
use   the   progressive   verb   
tenses.   

I   can     
● use   the   proper   verb   tense   

when   speaking   
● use   the   proper   verb   tense   

when   writing   

Progressive   
    Verb   Tense   
  

PS   L.4.1c.   Use   modal   auxiliaries   
to   convey   various   conditions,   
such   as   can,   may   and   must.     

We   are   learning   to   correctly   
use   auxiliary   verbs.   

I   can     
● use   auxiliary   verbs   correctly   

when   speaking   
● use   auxiliary   verbs   correctly   

when   writing   

Modal   Auxiliaries   
Convey   
Auxiliary   Verbs   

PS   L.4.1d.   Order   adjectives   
within   sentences   according   to   
conventional   patterns.   

We   are   learning   to   order   
adjectives   within   a   sentence.    

I   can   order   adjectives   following   the   
order   of    opinion,   size,   age,   shape,   
color,   origin,   material,   and   purpose.   

Adjectives   
Conventional   Patterns   

PS   L.4.1e   Use   prepositional   
phrases.   

We   are   learning   to   correctly   
write   and   use   prepositional   

I   can     
● identify   prepositional   phrases   

Preposition   
Prepositional     
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phrases   in   a   text   
● properly   use   prepositional   

phrases   in   my   writing   
● My   prepositional   phrases   

include   both   an   object   and   the  
preposition   

    Phrases   

PS   L.4.1f    Produce   complete   
sentences,   recognizing   and   
correcting   inappropriate   
fragments   and   run-ons.   

We   are   learning   to   write   
complete   sentences.   

I   can     
● identify   and   correct   a   

sentence   fragment   
● identify   and   correct   a   run-on   

sentence   

Complete   Sentence   
Sentence   Fragment   
Run-on   Sentence  

PS   L.4.1g   Use   frequently   
confused   words,   such   as   to,   
too,   two;   there,   their,they’re   

We   are   learning   to   use   
homophones   correctly.   

I   can     
● use   homophones   correctly   in   

my   writing   
● recognize   correct   and   

incorrect   use   of   homophones   
in   a   text   

Homophone   

PS   L.4.2a   When   writing,   
demonstrate   appropriate   use   
of   capitalization   rules.   
  

We   are   learning   to   use   correct  
capitalization   when   writing.   

I   can     
● capitalize   the   first   letter   of   the  

first   word   of   a   sentence   
● capitalize   the   first   letter   in   

names   and   other   proper   nouns  
● capitalize   the   first   letter   in   

quotes   that   are   written   as   
sentences   

● capitalize   the   first   letter   in   
days,   months,   and   holidays   -   
not   seasons   

● capitalize   the   first   letter   in   
most   major   words   in   titles   

● capitalize   the   first   letter   in   
cities,   countries,   nationalities,   
and   languages   

● capitalize   time   periods   and   
events   when   appropriate   

Capitalization  
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PS   L.4.2b   When   writing,   use   
commas   and   quotation   marks  
to   indicate   direct   speech   and   
quotations   for   a   text.   
  

We   are   learning   to   use   
commas   and   quotation   marks   
correctly   in   dialogue.     

I   can     
● use   a   comma   between   a   tag   

(said,   asked,   replied)   and   a   
direct   quote   

● use   a   comma   at   the   end   of   a   
quote   when   it   is   not   at   the   end  
of   the   sentence   I   am   writing   

  

Quote/   
Quotation   
Comma   
Quotation   
     Mark   
Tag  
Direct   Speech   
Dialogue   

PS   L.4.2c   When   writing,   use   a   
comma   before   a   coordinating   
conjunction   in   a   compound   
sentence.  

We   are   learning   to   use   a   
comma   and   a   conjunction   
when   connecting   two   simple   
sentences   into   a   compound   
sentence.   

I   can     
● recognize   a   sentence   as   

simple   or   compound   
● identify   a   coordinating   

conjunction   and   the   two   
sentences   that   it   connects   

● use   a   comma   before   a   
coordinating   conjunction   in   a   
compound   sentence     

Coordinating     
    Conjunction   
Simple   Sentence   
Compound   Sentence   
  

PS   L.4.2d   When   writing,   consult   
reference   materials   as   needed   
to   check   and   correct   
spellings.     
  

We   are   learning   to   use   
appropriate   reference   
material    to   spell   words   
correctly.   

I   can     
● list   types   of   reference   

materials   
● explain   how   various   reference  

materials   are   used   

Reference   Materials   

PS   L.4.4   Determine   or   clarify   the  
meaning   of   unknown   and   
multiple-meaning   words   and   
phrases   based   on   grade   4   
reading   and   content,   choosing  
flexibly   from   an   array   of   
strategies.   

We   are   learning   to   determine   
the   meaning   of   unknown   
words.     

I   can   determine   the   meaning   of   
unknown   words.     
  

  

PS   L.4.4a    Use   context   (e.g.,   
definitions,   examples,   or   
restatements   in   text)   as   a   clue   
to   the   meaning   of   a   word   or   
phrase.   

We   are   learning   to   use   
strategies   to   determine   the   
meaning   of   words   and   
phrases   in   a   text.   

I   can     
● use   context   clues   to   determine  

the   meaning   of   an   unknown   
word   

● identify   definitions,   examples,  
and/or   restatements   in   a   text   

Context   Clues   
Definitions   
Examples   
Restatements     
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to   determine   the   meaning   of   
an   unknown   word   

PS   L.4.4b    Use   common   affixes   
and   roots   as   clues   to   the   
meaning   of   a   word.   

We   are   learning   to   use   
strategies   to   determine   the   
meaning   of   words   and   
phrases   in   a   text.   

I   can     
● use   prefixes   to   determine   the   

meaning   of    words   
● use   suffixes   to   determine   the   

meaning   of   words   
● determine   the   root   word   of   an   

unknown   word   
● use   the   root   of   an   unknown   

word   to   determine   its   
meaning   

Affixes   
Prefix   
Suffix   
Roots   

PS   L.4.4c    Consult   print   and   
reference   materials   to   find   
the   pronunciation,   and   
determine   or   clarify   the   
precise   meaning   of   key   words   
and   phrases.     

We   are   learning   to   consult   
print   and   digital   reference   
materials   to   find   
pronunciation   and   meaning   
of   words   and   phrases.   

I   can     
● use   print   to   find   the   

pronunciation   of   a   word   
● use   a   digital   reference   to   find   

the   pronunciation   of   a   word   
● use    print   reference   materials   

to   find   the   meaning   of   a   word   
or   phrase   

● use    digital   reference   
materials   to   find   the   meaning   
of   a   word   or   phrase   

Pronunciation   
Clarify   
Precise   Meaning   
Reference   
    Materials   

PS   L.4.4d   Acquire   and   use   
accurately   grade-appropriate   
general   academic   and   
domain-specific   words   and   
phrases,   including   those   that   
signal   precise   actions   and   
that   are   basic   to   a   particular   
topic.   

  
  
  

We   are   learning   to   accurately   
use   new   vocabulary   in   
speaking   and   writing.   

I   can     
● determine   the   meaning   of   

grade-level   academic   words   
and   phrases   

● determine   the   meaning   of   
grade-level   domain-specific   
words   and   phrases   

Acquire   
Precise   
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Quarter   2   Standards  Learning   Targets   Success   Criteria   Content   Vocabulary   
PS   

  
RF.4.3   Know   and   apply   
grade-level   phonics   and   word   
analysis   skills   in   decoding   
words.   

We   are   learning   to   decode   
unfamiliar   words.  

I   can   decode   the   words   using   
phonics   and   word   analysis   skills.   
(List   specific   skills/strategies   in   SC   
that   you   will   be   covering   for   the   
day.)   

Phonics   
Word   Analysis   
Decode   
  

  RF.4.3a   Use   combined   
knowledge   of   all   letter-sound   
correspondences,   syllabication   
patterns   and   morphology   to   
accurately   read   unfamiliar   
multisyllabic   words.   

We   are   learning   to   use   
strategies   to   decode   
unfamiliar   words.  

I   can     
● use   syllables   to   help   me   

figure   out   a   new   word   
● use   prefixes   and   suffixes   to   

help   me   figure   out   a   new   
word   

● use   roots   to   help   me   figure   
out   a   new   word   

Syllable   
Multisyllabic   
Morphology   
Root   
Affixes   
Prefix   
Suffix   

PS   RF.4.4   Read   fluently   
(accuracy,   speed   and   
prosody)   on   grade-level   text   
to   support   comprehension.   

We   are   learning   to   read   with   
accuracy   and   fluency   to   
support   my   comprehension.   

I   can     
● read   a   text   at   the   right   speed   

to   help   me   comprehend   it   
● read   without   unnecessary   

pauses   to   help   me   
comprehend   a   text   

● define   “prosody”   and   read   
poetry   with   it   

Fluency   
Comprehension   
Prosody   

  RF.4.4a   Fluently   read   
grade-level   text   with   purpose   
and   understanding.    

We   are   learning   to   read   a   text   
with   purpose   and   
understanding.     

I   can     
● fluently   read   text   
● state   my   purpose   for   reading     
● accurately   answer   questions   

about   the   text   I   read   

Reading   with   
    Purpose   
Reading   for   
    Understanding   
Fluent   

  RF.4.4b   Fluently   read   
grade-level   prose   and   poetry   
orally   on   successive   readings.     

We   are   learning   to   read   
poetry   and   prose   aloud   
fluently.     
  

I   can   
● define   and   identify   prose   
● define   and   identify   poetry   
● read   poetry   and/or   prose   

aloud   at   the   right   speed   to   
help   me   comprehend   it   

● read   poetry   and/or   prose   

Prose   
Poetry   
Oral/Orally  
Fluent   
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aloud   without   unnecessary   
pauses   to   help   me   
comprehend   it   

  RF.4.4c   Use   context   to   confirm   
or   self-correct   word   recognition  
and   understanding,   rereading   as  
necessary.   

We   are   learning   to   use   
context   clues   to   determine   the  
meaning   of   words   and   
phrases   in   a   text.   
  
  

I   can     
● use   context   clues   to   confirm   

or   self-correct   words   in   a   text   
(list   the   different   types   of   
context   clues)   

● reread   when   necessary   to   help  
me   understand   words   in   a   text  

Context   
Self-correct   
Reread   

PS   RL.4.1   Refer   to   details   and   
examples   in   a   text   when   
explaining   what   the   text   says   
explicitly   and   when   drawing   
inferences   from   the   text.   
  

We   are   learning   to   refer   to   
details   and   examples   in   a   text   
when   explaining   what   the   
text   says   and   when   making   
inferences.   

I   can     
● identify   details   in   a   text   
● list   examples   of   key   details   in   

text   
● explain   the   difference   

between   explicit   and   inferred   
information   

● explain   how   details   from   the   
text   support   my   inferences   

● give   examples   from   the   text   
to   support   my   inferences   

Details   
Examples   
Explicit   
Inference   

PS   RL.4.2   Analyze   how   the   
theme   is   reflected,   and   cite   
relevant   implicit   and   explicit   
evidence   from   the   text,   
including   but   not   limited   to   
poems,   stories,   and   dramas.   

We   are   learning   to   determine   
the   theme   of   a   
story/drama/poem.   
We   are   learning   to   explain   
how   the   theme   is   reflected   in   
the   text   using   relevant   
evidence   from   the   text.   
  

I   can   
● determine   the   theme   of   a   

story/drama/poem   
● cite   implicit   and   explicit   

evidence   that   supports   the   
theme   

● explain   how   the   evidence   I   
chose   reflects   the   theme   

Theme   
Reflect   
Cite   
Relevant   
Implicit   
Explicit   
Poem   
Story   
Drama   

PS   RL.4.3   Describe   in   depth   a   
character’s   thoughts,   words   
and/or   actions,   the   setting   or   
event(s)   in   a   story   or   drama,   
drawing   on   specific   details   to   

We   are   learning   to   use   
specific   details   from   the   story  
to   describe   a   character,   
setting,   or   event.   

I   can     
● identify   a   character   in   a   story   
● identify   the   setting   of   a   story   
● identify   and   sequence   events   

in   a   story   

Character’s   
    Thoughts   
Character’s   
    Words   
Character’s   
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analyze   their   interaction   over   
the   course   of   the   text.   

● describe   specific   details   about  
a   character   based   on   evidence   
from   the   text   

● describe   specific   details   about  
a   setting   based   on   evidence   
from   the   text   

● describe   specific   details   about  
events   based   on   evidence   
from   the   text   

    Actions   
Setting   
Story   Events   
Character   Traits   

PS   RL.4.4    Determine   the   
meaning   of   words   and   
phrases   as   they   are   used   in   a   
text,   including   but   not   limited  
to   figurative   language   such   as  
metaphors   and   similes,   and   
describe   and   explain   how   
those   words   and   phrases   
shape   meaning.   

We   are   learning   to   determine   
the   meaning   of   words   and   
phrases   based   on   how   they   
are   used   in   a   text.   

I   can     
● determine   the   meaning   of   

words   and   phrases   using   
different   strategies   

● identify   and   explain   the   
meaning   of   similes   and   
metaphors   

Phrase   
Figurative   Language   
Similes   
Metaphors   

PS   RL.4.5    Analyze   the   overall   
structure,   in   a   text   or   part   of   
the   text,   the   author   uses   in   
poems,   stories   and   dramas,   
including   but   not   limited   to   
linear,   nonlinear   and   circular   
structures.   

We   are   learning   to   analyze   
and   explain   the   structure   of   a   
text   or   part   of   a   text.   
  

I   can     
● explain   the   structure   of   a   text   
● identify   and   explain   linear   

text   
● identify   and   explain   nonlinear  

text   
● identify   and   explain   circular   

text   

Structure   
Linear  
Sequence   
Nonlinear   
Circular   
  

PS   RL.4.6    Compare/contrast   the  
point   of   view   of   first   and   
third   person   narrators   and   
the   effect   they   have   on   the   
reader.   

We   are   learning   to   compare   
and   contrast   the   different   
points   of   view   and   explain   
the   effect   they   have   on   the   
reader.   
  
  
  

I   can     
● identify   the   point   of   view   in   

which   a   story   is   narrated   
● explain   how   a   story   is   told   in   

the   first   person   
● explain   how   a   story   is   told   in   

the   third   person   
● explain   the   similarities   and   

differences   in   points   of   view   

Compare   
Contrast   
Point   of   View   
First   Person   
Third   Person   
Effect     
Narrator   
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● explain   how   the   different   
points   of   view   changes   what   
the   reader   knows/learns   

PS   RL.4.9   Compare/contrast   
themes,   topics   and   patterns   of  
events   in   stories,   myths   and  
traditional   literature   from   
different   cultures.   

We   are   learning   to   compare   
and   contrast   themes,   topics,   
and   patterns   of   events   in   
literature   from   different   
cultures.   

I   can     
● compare/contrast   similar   

themes   in   stories,   myths,   and   
traditional   literature   from   
different   cultures   

● compare/contrast   similar   
topics   in   stories,   myths,   and   
traditional   literature   from   
different   cultures   

● compare/contrast   patterns   of   
events   in   stories,   myths,   and   
traditional   literature   from   
different   cultures   

Compare   
Contrast   
Theme   
Myths   
Pattern   of     
    Events   
Topics   

PS   RI.4.1-   Refer   to   details   and   
examples   in   a   text   when   
explaining   what   the   text   says   
explicitly   and   when   drawing   
inferences   from   the   text.   

We   are   learning   to   refer   to   
details   and   examples   in   a   text   
when   explaining   what   the   
text   says   and   when   making   
inferences.   

I   can     
● identify   key   details   in   a   text   
● list   examples   of   key   details   in   

text   
● explain   the   difference   

between   explicit   and   inferred   
information   

● explain   how   details   from   the   
text   support   my   inferences   

● give   examples   from   the   text   
to   support   my   inferences   

Inferences   
Main   Idea     
Details   
Explicit   
  
  
  

PS   RI.4.2-   Analyze   how   the   
central   ideas   are   reflected   in   a  
text,   and   cite   relevant   implicit  
and   explicit   evidence   from   the  
text.   

We   are   learning   to   determine   
the   central   idea   of   a   text.     
  

I   can     
● cite   implicit   evidence   from   

the   text   to   support   the   central   
idea   

● cite   explicit   evidence   from   a   
text   to   support   the   central   idea  

● summarize   the   central   ideas   
by   providing    implicit   and   

Central   Idea   
Cite   
Implicit   
Explicit   
Evidence,   Summarize   
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explicit   evidence   
PS   RI.4.3-   Explain   the   

individuals,   events,   
procedures,   ideas   or   concepts   
in   a   historical,   scientific,   or   
technical   text,   including   what   
happened   and   why,   based   on   
specific   information   over   the   
course   of   a   text.   

We   are   learning   to   explain   the  
relationship   between   
individuals,   events,   ideas   or   
concepts   in   an   informational   
text.     

I   can     
● explain   cause   and   effect   

relationships   in   historical   and   
scientific   texts   

● explain   the   ideas   or   concepts   
in   technical   text   

● explain   the   events   in   
historical   text   

Relationships   Interactions   
Individuals   
Events   
Ideas  
Concepts   
Historical   Text   Scientific   Text   
Technical   Text   

PS   RI.4.6   Compare/contrast   a   
firsthand   and   secondhand   
account   of   the   same   event   or   
topic.   

We   are   learning   to   compare   
and   contrast   firsthand   and   
secondhand   accounts   of   the   
same   event   or   topic.   

I   can     
● explain   what   a   firsthand   

account   is   
● explain   what   a   secondhand   

account   is   
● describe   the   similarities   in   

information   given   in   a   
firsthand   and   secondhand   
account   of   the   same   
event/topic   

● describe   the   differences   in   
information   given   in   a   
firsthand   and   secondhand   
account   of   the   same   
event/topic   

Compare   
Contrast   
Firsthand   
Secondhand   
  

PS   RI.4.8   Explain   how   an   author  
uses   reasons   and   evidence   to   
support   particular   claims   the   
author   makes   in   a   text.     

We   are   learning   to     
● explain   how   an   author   

uses   reasons   and   
evidence   to   support   a   
claim   

● determine   which   
evidence   connects   to   a   
particular   claim   

I   can     
● identify   an   author’s   claim   
● identify   an   author's   reasons   to   

support   a   claim   in   a   text   
● identify   an   author’s   evidence   

to   support   a   claim   in   a   text   

Claim   
Text   
Evidence   
Text   Support   

PS   RI.4.9   Integrate   information   
from   two   or   more   texts   on   the  
same   theme   or   topic.     

We   are   learning   to   integrate   
information   from   different   
texts   on   the   same   theme   or   

I   can     
● find   information   in   two   or   

more   texts   that   show   how   a   

Integrate   
Theme   
Topic   
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topic.   theme   or   topic   is   addressed   
● find   information   in   two   or   

more   texts   that   differ   on   how   
a   theme   or   topic   is   addressed   

compare   
contrast   

PS   C.4.1   Compose   opinions   using  
writing   and   digital   resources   
on   topics   or   text   supporting   
an   author's   perspective   with   
reasons   and   information.     

We   are   learning   to   compose   
an   opinion   piece   supporting   
an   author’s   perspective.     
  

I   can     
● identify   the   author’s   

perspective     
● clearly   communicate   an   

opinion   
● support   my   opinion   with   

reasons   and   information   
● use   either   or   both   written   or   

digital   resources   to   compose   
my   opinion   piece   

Situation   
Purpose   
Audience   
Task   
Opinion   
Perspective  
Reason   

PS   C.4.1a   Produce   clear   and   
coherent   writing   in   which   the   
development   and   
organization   are   appropriate   
to   task,   purpose   and   
audience.     

We   are   learning   to   produce   a   
clear   opinion   piece   that   is   
appropriate   to   task,   purpose   
and   audience.   
  
  
  

I   can   
● identify:   

○ situation   
○ purpose   
○ audience   
○ task   

● produce   writing   that   includes:  
○ situation   
○ purpose   
○ audience   
○ task   

Coherent   
Development   Organization   
Task     
Purpose   
Audience   

PS   C.4.1b   Introduce   a   topic   or   
text   clearly,   stating   opinion   or  
creating   organizational   
structure   in   which   related   
ideas   support   the   writer's   
purpose.     

We   are   learning   to   introduce   
a   clear   topic.   
  
  

I   can     
● clearly   state   my   opinion   on   a   

topic   or   text   
● logically   organize   my   ideas   

that   support   my   opinion   

Organizational   
  Structure   Logically   

PS   C.4.1c   Provide   reasons   that   
are   supported   by   facts   and   
details.   

We   are   learning   to   provide   
reasons   with   facts   and   details.  

I   can     
● support   my   opinion   with   

reasons   that   are   backed   by   
facts   

Facts   
Details   
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● support   my   opinion   with   
reasons   that   are   backed   by   
details   

PS   C.4.1d   Use   grade   appropriate   
transitions.   

We   are   learning   to   use   
transitions   in   our   opinion   
pieces   

I   can   use   transitional   words,   phrases   
and   clauses   to   connect   reasons   and   
evidence   in   my   opinion   piece.   

Transitions   
  

PS   C.4.1e.   Provide   a   concluding   
section.     

We   are   learning   to   write   a   
conclusion   section   to   our   
opinion   pieces.   

I   can   write   a   conclusion   that   
summarizes   reasons   and   evidence   in   
my   opinion   piece.   

Concluding   
    Section   
Conclusion   

PS   C.4.1f   With   guidance   and   
support   from   peers   and   
adults,   develop   and   
strengthen   writing   as   needed   
by   planning,   revising   and   
editing   and   rewriting.     

We   are   learning   to   develop   
and   strengthen   our   writing   
with   the   help   from   peers   and   
adults.   

I   can   use   support   from   peers   and   
adults   to   strengthen   writing   by:   
● planning   
● revising   
● editing   
● rewriting   

Plan   
Revise   
Edit   

PS   C.4.6   Summarize   relevant   
information   from   
experiences,   or   gather   
relevant   information   from   
various   print   and   digital   
sources;   take   notes,   
categorize   information   and   
provide   a   list   of   sources.   

We   are   learning   to     
● gather   information   

from   resources   or   
experiences   and   
summarize   it   into   a   
piece   of   writing   

● appropriately   
acknowledge   sources   
of   information   to   use   
in   our   writing   

I   can     
● summarize   relevant   

information   from   experiences    
● gather   relevant   information   

from   various   print   
● gather   relevant   information   

from   digital   sources     
● take   relevant   notes   
● categorize   information   
● provide   a   list   of   sources   

Summarize   
Relevant   
Print   Sources   
Digital   Sources   
Categorize   

PS   C.4.7   Compose   routinely   over  
extended   time   frames   and   
shorter   time   frames   for   a   
variety   of   tasks,   purposes   and  
audiences.   

We   are   learning   to   
compose/write   over   long   or   
short   time   frames.     

I   can     
● identify   my   task   for   writing   
● identify   my   purpose   for   

writing   
● identify   my   audience   for   

writing   
● compose   a   piece   of   writing   

over   an   extended   time   
● compose   a   piece   of   writing   

Situation   
Purpose   
Audience   
Task   
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during   a   short   amount   of   time    
PS   L.4.1   When   writing   or   

speaking,   demonstrate   
command   of   the   conventions   
of   standard   English   grammar  
and   usage.   

We   are   learning   to   identify   
and   apply   proper   grammar   
and   usage   when   writing   or   
speaking.   

I   can     
● use   proper   grammar   when   

speaking   
● use   proper   grammar   when   

writing   

Conventions   of     
    Standard     
    English   
Usage   

PS   L.4.1a.   Use   relative   pronouns   
and   relative   adverbs.  

We   are   learning   to   
● correctly   use   relative   

pronouns.   
● correctly   use   relative   

adverbs   

I   can     
● use   the   words   who,   whose,   

whom,   which,   and   that   
correctly   as   relative   pronouns  

● use   the   words   where,   when,   
and   why   correctly   as   relative   
adverbs   

Relative   Pronoun   
Relative   Adverb   
Progressive   
    Verb   Tense   
Modal   Auxiliaries   
Convey   
Auxiliary   Verbs  

PS   L.4.1b.   Use   the   progressive   
verb   tenses.     

We   are   learning   to   correctly   
use   the   progressive   verb   
tenses.   

I   can     
● use   the   proper   verb   tense   

when   speaking   
● use   the   proper   verb   tense   

when   writing   

Progressive   
    Verb   Tense   
  

PS   L.4.1c.   Use   modal   auxiliaries   
to   convey   various   conditions,   
such   as   can,   may   and   must.     

We   are   learning   to   correctly   
use   auxiliary   verbs.   

I   can     
● use   auxiliary   verbs   correctly   

when   speaking   
● use   auxiliary   verbs   correctly   

when   writing   

Modal   Auxiliaries   
Convey   
Auxiliary   Verbs   

PS   L.4.1d.   Order   adjectives   
within   sentences   according   to   
conventional   patterns.   

We   are   learning   to   order   
adjectives   within   a   sentence.    

I   can   order   adjectives   following   the   
order   of    opinion,   size,   age,   shape,   
color,   origin,   material,   and   purpose.   

Adjectives   
Conventional   Patterns   

PS   L.4.1e   Use   prepositional   
phrases.   

We   are   learning   to   correctly   
write   and   use   prepositional   
phrases.   

I   can     
● identify   prepositional   phrases   

in   a   text   
● properly   use   prepositional   

phrases   in   my   writing   
● My   prepositional   phrases   

include   both   an   object   and   the  
preposition   

Preposition   
Prepositional     
    Phrases   
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PS   L.4.1f   Produce   complete   
sentences,   recognizing   and   
correcting   inappropriate   
fragments   and   run-ons.   

We   are   learning   to   write   
complete   sentences.   

I   can     
● identify   and   correct   a   

sentence   fragment   
● identify   and   correct   a   run-on   

sentence   

Complete   Sentence   
Sentence   Fragment   
Run-on   Sentence  

PS   L.4.1g   Use   frequently   
confused   words,   such   as   to,   
too,   two;   there,   their,they’re   

We   are   learning   to   use   
homophones   correctly.   

I   can     
● use   homophones   correctly   in   

my   writing   
● recognize   correct   and   

incorrect   use   of   homophones   
in   a   text   

Homophone   

PS   L.4.2a   When   writing,   
demonstrate   appropriate   use   
of   capitalization   rules.   
  

We   are   learning   to   use   correct  
capitalization   when   writing.   

I   can     
● capitalize   the   first   letter   of   the  

first   word   of   a   sentence   
● capitalize   the   first   letter   in   

names   and   other   proper   nouns  
● capitalize   the   first   letter   in   

quotes   that   are   written   as   
sentences   

● capitalize   the   first   letter   in   
days,   months,   and   holidays   -   
not   seasons   

● capitalize   the   first   letter   in   
most   major   words   in   titles   

● capitalize   the   first   letter   in   
cities,   countries,   nationalities,   
and   languages   

● capitalize   time   periods   and   
events   when   appropriate   

Capitalization  

PS   L.4.2b   When   writing,   use   
commas   and   quotation   marks  
to   indicate   direct   speech   and   
quotations   for   a   text.   
  

We   are   learning   to   use   
commas   and   quotation   marks   
correctly   in   dialogue.     

I   can     
● use   a   comma   between   a   tag   

(said,   asked,   replied)   and   a   
direct   quote   

● use   a   comma   at   the   end   of   a   
quote   when   it   is   not   at   the   end  

Quote/   
Quotation   
Comma   
Quotation   
     Mark   
Tag  
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of   the   sentence   I   am   writing   
  

Direct   Speech   
Dialogue   

PS   L.4.2c   When   writing,   use   a   
comma   before   a   coordinating   
conjunction   in   a   compound   
sentence.  

We   are   learning   to   use   a   
comma   and   a   conjunction   
when   connecting   two   simple   
sentences   into   a   compound   
sentence.   

I   can     
● recognize   a   sentence   as   

simple   or   compound   
● identify   a   coordinating   

conjunction   and   the   two   
sentences   that   it   connects   

● use   a   comma   before   a   
coordinating   conjunction   in   a   
compound   sentence     

Coordinating     
    Conjunction   
Simple   Sentence   
Compound   Sentence   
  

PS   L.4.2d   When   writing,   consult   
reference   materials   as   needed   
to   check   and   correct   
spellings.     
  

We   are   learning   to   use   
appropriate   reference   
material    to   spell   words   
correctly.   

I   can     
● list   types   of   reference   

materials   
● explain   how   various   reference  

materials   are   used   

Reference   Materials   

PS   L.4.4   Determine   or   clarify   the  
meaning   of   unknown   and   
multiple-meaning   words   and   
phrases   based   on   grade   4   
reading   and   content,   choosing  
flexibly   from   an   array   of   
strategies.   

We   are   learning   to   determine   
the   meaning   of   unknown   
words.     

I   can   determine   the   meaning   of   
unknown   words.     
  

  

PS   L.4.4a    Use   context   (e.g.,   
definitions,   examples,   or   
restatements   in   text)   as   a   clue   
to   the   meaning   of   a   word   or   
phrase.   

We   are   learning   to   use   
strategies   to   determine   the   
meaning   of   words   and   
phrases   in   a   text.   

I   can     
● use   context   clues   to   determine  

the   meaning   of   an   unknown   
word   

● identify   definitions,   examples,  
and/or   restatements   in   a   text   
to   determine   the   meaning   of   
an   unknown   word   

Context   Clues   
Definitions   
Examples   
Restatements     

PS   L.4.4b    Use   common   affixes   
and   roots   as   clues   to   the   
meaning   of   a   word.   

We   are   learning   to   use   
strategies   to   determine   the   
meaning   of   words   and   

I   can     
● use   prefixes   to   determine   the   

meaning   of    words   

Affixes   
Prefix   
Suffix   
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phrases   in   a   text.   ● use   suffixes   to   determine   the   
meaning   of   words   

● determine   the   root   word   of   an   
unknown   word   

● use   the   root   of   an   unknown   
word   to   determine   its   
meaning   

Roots   

PS   L.4.4c    Consult   print   and   
reference   materials   to   find   
the   pronunciation,   and   
determine   or   clarify   the   
precise   meaning   of   key   words   
and   phrases.     

We   are   learning   to   consult   
print   and   digital   reference   
materials   to   find   
pronunciation   and   meaning   
of   words   and   phrases.   

I   can     
● use   print   to   find   the   

pronunciation   of   a   word   
● use   a   digital   reference   to   find   

the   pronunciation   of   a   word   
● use    print   reference   materials   

to   find   the   meaning   of   a   word   
or   phrase   

● use    digital   reference   
materials   to   find   the   meaning   
of   a   word   or   phrase   

Pronunciation   
Clarify   
Precise   Meaning   
Reference   
    Materials   

PS   L.4.4d   Acquire   and   use   
accurately   grade-appropriate   
general   academic   and   
domain-specific   words   and   
phrases,   including   those   that   
signal   precise   actions   and   
that   are   basic   to   a   particular   
topic.   

We   are   learning   to   accurately   
use   new   vocabulary   in   
speaking   and   writing.   

I   can     
● determine   the   meaning   of   

grade-level   academic   words   
and   phrases   

● determine   the   meaning   of   
grade-level   domain-specific   
words   and   phrases   

Acquire   
Precise   

PS   L.4.5   Demonstrate   
understanding   of   figurative   
language,   word   relationships   
and   nuances   in   word   
meanings.     

We   are   learning   to     
● interpret   figurative   

language   used   in   a   
sentence   

● interpret   words   in   
relation   to   other   words   
in   the   sentence   

● determine   the   meaning   
of   a   word   in   a   sentence  

I   can     
● identify   similes   and   

metaphors   in   a   text   
● recognize   and   explain   the   

meaning   of   common   idioms   
● recognize   and   explain   

common   adages   
● recognize   and   explain   

common   proverbs   

Figurative   
    Language   
Nuance   
Simile   
Metaphor   
Idiom   
Adages   
Proverbs   
Synonyms   
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based   on   its   synonym   
or   antonym   

● use   a   word’s   synonyms   and   
antonyms   to   determine   its   
meaning   

Antonyms   

PS   L.4.5a   Explain   the   meanings   
of   simple   similes   and   
metaphors   in   context.     

We   are   learning   to   interpret   
figurative   language   used   in   a   
text.   

I   can     
● identify   and   interpret   similes   

in   a   text   
● identify   and   interpret   

metaphors   in   a   text   

Simile   
Metaphor   
  

PS   L.4.5b   Recognize   and   explain   
the   meaning   of   common   
idioms,   adages   and   proverbs.    

We   are   learning   to   recognize   
and   explain   idioms,   adages,   
and   proverbs   in   a   text.   

I   can     
● recognize   and   explain   the   

meaning   of   common   idioms   
● recognize   and   explain   

common   adages   
● recognize   and   explain   

common   proverbs   

Idiom   
Adages   
Proverbs   

PS   L.4.5c   Demonstrate   
understanding   of   words   by   
relating   them   to   their   
synonyms   and   antonyms.     

We   are   learning   to   determine   
the   meaning   of   a   word   by   
relating   it   to   its   synonyms   
and/or   antonyms.   

I   can     
● use   a   word’s   synonym   to   

determine   its   meaning   
● use   a   word’s   antonym   to   

determine   its   meaning   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Synonyms   
Antonyms   
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Quarter   3   Standards  Learning   Targets   Success   Criteria   Content   Vocabulary   
PS   

  
RF.4.3   Know   and   apply   
grade-level   phonics   and   word   
analysis   skills   in   decoding   
words.   

We   are   learning   to   decode   
unfamiliar   words.  

I   can   decode   the   words   using   
phonics   and   word   analysis   skills.   
(List   specific   skills/strategies   in   SC   
that   you   will   be   covering   for   the   
day.)   

Phonics   
Word   Analysis   
Decode   
  

  RF.4.3a   Use   combined   
knowledge   of   all   letter-sound   
correspondences,   syllabication   
patterns   and   morphology   to   
accurately   read   unfamiliar   
multisyllabic   words.   

We   are   learning   to   use   
strategies   to   decode   
unfamiliar   words.  

I   can     
● use   syllables   to   help   me   

figure   out   a   new   word   
● use   prefixes   and   suffixes   to   

help   me   figure   out   a   new   
word   

● use   roots   to   help   me   figure   
out   a   new   word   

Syllable   
Multisyllabic   
Morphology   
Root   
Affixes   
Prefix   
Suffix   

PS   
  

RF.4.4   Read   fluently   
(accuracy,   speed   and   
prosody)   on   grade-level   text   
to   support   comprehension.   

We   are   learning   to   read   with   
accuracy   and   fluency   to   
support   my   comprehension.   

I   can     
● read   a   text   at   the   right   speed   

to   help   me   comprehend   it   
● read   without   unnecessary   

pauses   to   help   me   
comprehend   a   text   

● define   “prosody”   and   read   
poetry   with   it   

Fluency   
Comprehension   
Prosody   

  RF.4.4a   Fluently   read   
grade-level   text   with   purpose   
and   understanding.    

We   are   learning   to   read   a   text   
with   purpose   and   
understanding.     

I   can     
● fluently   read   text   
● state   my   purpose   for   reading     
● accurately   answer   questions   

about   the   text   I   read   

Reading   with   
    Purpose   
Reading   for   
    Understanding   
Fluent   

  RF.4.4b   Fluently   read   
grade-level   prose   and   poetry   
orally   on   successive   readings.     

We   are   learning   to   read   
poetry   and   prose   aloud   
fluently.     
  

I   can   
● define   and   identify   prose   
● define   and   identify   poetry   
● read   poetry   and/or   prose   

aloud   at   the   right   speed   to   
help   me   comprehend   it   

● read   poetry   and/or   prose   

Prose   
Poetry   
Oral/Orally  
Fluent   
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aloud   without   unnecessary   
pauses   to   help   me   
comprehend   it   

  RF.4.4c   Use   context   to   confirm   
or   self-correct   word   recognition  
and   understanding,   rereading   as  
necessary.     

We   are   learning   to   use   
context   clues   to   determine   the  
meaning   of   words   and   
phrases   in   a   text.   
  
  

I   can     
● use   context   clues   to   confirm   

or   self-correct   words   in   a   text   
(list   the   different   types   of   
context   clues)   

● reread   when   necessary   to   help  
me   understand   words   in   a   text  

Context   
Self-correct   
Reread   

PS   RL.4.1   Refer   to   details   and   
examples   in   a   text   when   
explaining   what   the   text   says   
explicitly   and   when   drawing   
inferences   from   the   text.   
  

We   are   learning   to   refer   to   
details   and   examples   in   a   text   
when   explaining   what   the   
text   says   and   when   making   
inferences.   

I   can     
● identify   details   in   a   text   
● list   examples   of   key   details   in   

text   
● explain   the   difference   

between   explicit   and   inferred   
information   

● explain   how   details   from   the   
text   support   my   inferences   

● give   examples   from   the   text   
to   support   my   inferences   

Details   
Examples   
Explicit   
Inference   

PS   RL.4.2   Analyze   how   the   
theme   is   reflected,   and   cite   
relevant   implicit   and   explicit   
evidence   from   the   text,   
including   but   not   limited   to   
poems,   stories,   and   dramas.   

We   are   learning   to   determine   
the   theme   of   a   
story/drama/poem.   
We   are   learning   to   explain   
how   the   theme   is   reflected   in   
the   text   using   relevant   
evidence   from   the   text.   
  
  

I   can   
● determine   the   theme   of   a   

story/drama/poem   
● cite   implicit   and   explicit   

evidence   that   supports   the   
theme   

● explain   how   the   evidence   I   
chose   reflects   the   theme   

Theme   
Reflect   
Cite   
Relevant   
Implicit   
Explicit   
Poem   
Story   
Drama   

PS   RL.4.3   Describe   in   depth   a   
character’s   thoughts,   words   
and/or   actions,   the   setting   or   
event(s)   in   a   story   or   drama,   
drawing   on   specific   details   to   

We   are   learning   to   use   
specific   details   from   the   story  
to   describe   a   character,   
setting,   or   event.   

I   can     
● identify   a   character   in   a   story   
● identify   the   setting   of   a   story   
● identify   and   sequence   events   

in   a   story   

Character’s   
    Thoughts   
Character’s   
    Words   
Character’s   
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analyze   their   interaction   over   
the   course   of   the   text.   

● describe   specific   details   about  
a   character   based   on   evidence   
from   the   text   

● describe   specific   details   about  
a   setting   based   on   evidence   
from   the   text   

● describe   specific   details   about  
events   based   on   evidence   
from   the   text   

    Actions   
Setting   
Story   Events   
Character   Traits   

PS   RL.4.4   Determine   the   
meaning   of   words   and   
phrases   as   they   are   used   in   a   
text,   including   but   not   limited  
to   figurative   language   such   as  
metaphors   and   similes,   and   
describe   and   explain   how   
those   words   and   
phrases   shape   meaning.     

We   are   learning   to   determine   
the   meaning   of   words   and   
phrases   based   on   how   they   
are   used   in   a   text.   

I   can     
● determine   the   meaning   of   

words   and   phrases   using   
different   strategies   

● identify   and   explain   the   
meaning   of   similes   and   
metaphors   

Phrase   
Figurative   Language   
Similes   
Metaphors   

PS   RL.4.6    Compare/contrast   the  
point   of   view   of   first   and   
third   person   narrators   and   
the   effect   they   have   on   the   
reader.   

We   are   learning   to   compare   
and   contrast   the   different   
points   of   view   and   explain   
the   effect   they   have   on   the   
reader.   
  
  
  

I   can     
● identify   the   point   of   view   in   

which   a   story   is   narrated   
● explain   how   a   story   is   told   in   

the   first   person   
● explain   how   a   story   is   told   in   

the   third   person   
● explain   the   similarities   and   

differences   in   points   of   view   
● explain   how   the   different   

points   of   view   changes   what   
the   reader   knows/learns   

Compare   
Contrast   
Point   of   View   
First   Person   
Third   Person   
Effect     
Narrator   

  RL.4.7   Make   connections   
between   the   text   of   a   story   or   
drama   and   a   visual   or   oral   
presentation,   including   making   
connections   with   what   they   

We   are   learning   to   make   
connections   between   written   
and   oral   presentations   of   a   
text.   

I   can     
● identify   and   explain   the   

differences   between   the   text   
of   a   story/drama   and   a   
visual/oral   presentation   

Connections   
Visual     
    Presentation   
Oral   
    Presentation     
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“see”   and   “hear”   when   reading   
the   text   to   what   they   perceive   
when   they   listen   or   watch.   

● identify   and   explain   the   
similarities   between   the   text   
of   a   story/drama   and   a   
visual/oral   presentation   

PS   RL.4.9   Compare/contrast   
themes,   topics   and   patterns   of  
events   in   stories,   myths   and  
traditional   literature   from   
different   cultures.   

We   are   learning   to   compare   
and   contrast   themes,   topics,   
and   patterns   of   events   in   
literature   from   different   
cultures.   

I   can     
● compare/contrast   similar   

themes   in   stories,   myths,   and   
traditional   literature   from   
different   cultures   

● compare/contrast   similar   
topics   in   stories,   myths,   and   
traditional   literature   from   
different   cultures   

● compare/contrast   patterns   of   
events   in   stories,   myths,   and   
traditional   literature   from   
different   cultures   

Compare   
Contrast   
Theme   
Myths   
Pattern   of     
    Events   
Topics   

PS   RI.4.5    Describe   the   overall   
structure,   in   a   text   or   part   of   
the   text,   the   author   uses   to   
organize   the   events,   ideas,   
concepts   or   information.   

We   are   learning   to   describe   
the   overall   structure   of   a   text   
an   author   uses   to   convey   
information   to   the   reader.   

I   can     
● identify   the   structure   of   the   

text    (list   the   types)   
● provide   text   evidence   that   

supports   the   text   type   I   chose   
● explain   how   the   evidence   I   

chose   proves   the   text   type   I   
identified   

Text     
    Structures   
Compare/   
    Contrast   
Cause/Effect   
Chronological   
     Order   
Description   
Problem/   
    Solution   
Non-Fiction   

PS   RI.4.6   Compare/contrast   a   
firsthand   and   secondhand   
account   of   the   same   event   or   
topic.   

We   are   learning   to   compare   
and   contrast   firsthand   and   
secondhand   accounts   of   the   
same   event   or   topic.   

I   can     
● explain   what   a   firsthand   

account   is   
● explain   what   a   secondhand   

account   is   
● describe   the   similarities   in   

information   given   in   a   

Compare   
Contrast   
Firsthand   
Secondhand   
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firsthand   and   secondhand   
account   of   the   same   
event/topic   

● describe   the   differences   in   
information   given   in   a   
firsthand   and   secondhand   
account   of   the   same   
event/topic   

  RI.4.7   Interpret   information   
presented   in   print   and   non-print  
formats,   and   explain   how   the   
information   contributes   to   an   
understanding   of   the   text   in   
which   it   appears.     

We   are   learning   to   interpret   
and   use   information   
presented   in   print   and   
non-print   formats   to   
understand   the   text.   

I   can     
● explain   how   graphs   help   me   

understand   a   text   
● explain   how   charts   help   me   

understand   a   text     
● explain   how   pictures   help   me   

understand   a   text     
● explain   how   captions   help   me   

understand   a   text     
● explain   how   maps   help   me   

understand   a   text   
● explain   how   diagrams   help   

me   understand   a   text   
● explain   how   sidebars   help   me   

understand   a   text   

Interpret   
Print   Format   
Non-Print   Format   

PS   RI.4.8   Explain   how   an   author  
uses   reasons   and   evidence   to   
support   particular   claims   the   
author   makes   in   a   text.     

We   are   learning   to     
● explain   how   an   author   

uses   reasons   and   
evidence   to   support   a   
claim   

● determine   which   
evidence   connects   to   a   
particular   claim     

I   can     
● identify   an   author’s   claim   
● identify   an   author's   reasons   to   

support   a   claim   in   a   text   
● identify   an   author’s   evidence   

to   support   a   claim   in   a   text   

Claim   
Text   
Evidence   
Text   Support   

PS   RI.4.9   Integrate   information   
from   two   or   more   texts   on   the  
same   theme   or   topic.     

We   are   learning   to   integrate   
information   from   different   
texts   on   the   same   theme   or   
topic.   

I   can     
● find   information   in   two   or   

more   texts   that   show   how   a   
theme   or   topic   is   addressed   

Integrate   
Theme   
Topic   
compare   
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● find   information   in   two   or   
more   texts   that   differ   on   how   
a   theme   or   topic   is   addressed   

contrast   

PS   C.4.3     Compose   narratives,   
using    writing   and   digital   
resources,   to   develop   real   or   
imagined   experiences   or   
multiple   events   or   ideas,   
using   effective   technique,   
descriptive   details   and   clear   
sequences.   

We   are   learning   to   compose   a  
narrative   using   descriptive   
details   and   clear   sequences.     

I   can     
● create   a   beginning   of   a   story   

that   describes   a   setting,   
characters,   and   problem   

● use   descriptive   details   to   help   
the   reader   visualize   my   story   

● organize   the   story   for   clarity   
and   interest   and   to   support   the  
message   of   the   story   

● provide   sufficient   detail   and   
description   to   fully   develop   
the   events   of   a   story     

● use   word   choice   that   paints   a   
picture   in   the   reader’s   mind   

Compose     
Narrative   
Sequence   

PS   C.4.3a     Produce   clear   and   
coherent   writing   in   which   the   
development   and   
organization   are   appropriate   
to   task,   purpose   and   
audience.   

We   are   learning   to   produce   a   
clearly   developed   and   
organized   narrative   piece.   
  

I   can   
● identify:   

○ situation   
○ purpose   
○ audience   
○ task   

● produce   writing   that   includes:  
○ situation   
○ purpose   
○ audience   
○ task   

Coherent   Development   
Organization   Purpose   
Audience   

PS   C.4.3b     Orient   the   reader   by   
establishing   a   situation   and   
introducing   a   narrator   and/or  
characters;   organize   an   event   
sequence   that   reflects   linear,   
nonlinear   or   circular   
structure.   

We   are   learning   to   write   a   
narrative   that   establishes   a   
situation.   
  
  

I   can     
● establish   a   situation   in   my   

story   for   the   reader   
● introduce   a   narrator   in   my   

story   
● introduce   characters   in   my   

story   

Organizational   
   Structure   
Logically   
Linear  
Nonlinear   
Circular   
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● organize   events   in   a   linear   
sequence   

● organize   events   in   a   nonlinear   
sequence   

● organize   events   in   a   circular   
sequence   

  
  
  

PS   C.4.3c     Use   dialogue   and   
description   to   develop   
experiences   and   events   or   
show   the   responses   of   
characters   to   situations.   

We   are   learning   to   use   
dialogue   and   description   to   
develop   experiences   in   a   
narrative   piece.     
We   are   learning   to   involve   
characters   in   situations   in   a   
story.   
  

I   can     
● use   dialogue   to   show   

interaction   with   each   other   
● use   dialogue   to   support   the   

events   in   my   story   
● use   descriptive   details   to   

develop   experiences/events/   
responses   to   situations   for   
characters   in   my   story   

Facts   
Details   
Dialogue   

PS   C.4.3d     Use   a   variety   of   
conjunctions   and   transitional   
words   and   phrases   to   manage  
the   sequence   of   events.   

We   are   learning   to   use   
conjunctions   and   transitional   
words   to   manage   the   
sequence   of   events   in   a   story.  
  

I   can     
● use   conjunctions   to   connect   

events   in   my   story   
● use   transitional   words,   

phrases   and   clauses   to   
connect   events   in   my   story   

● use   transitional   words   and   
phrases   to   move   the   reader   
through   time   

Conjunctions   
Transitions   
Phrase   
Clause   
Sequence   

PS   C.4.3e    Use   concrete   words   
and   phrases   and   sensory   
details   to   convey   experiences   
and   events   precisely.   

We   are   learning   to   use   details  
to   precisely   convey   
experience   and   events   in   a   
story.   

   

I   can     
● use   concrete   words   to   explain   

an   experience/event   precisely  
● use   phrases   to   explain   an   

experience/event   precisely   
● use   sensory   details    to   explain   

an   experience/event   precisely  

Concrete   words   
Phrase   
Sensory   Details   

PS   C.4.3f     Provide   a   conclusion   
that   follows   the   narrated   
experiences   or   events.   

We   are   learning   to   write   an   
appropriate   conclusion   to   a   
story.   

I   can   write   a   conclusion   that   results   
from   experiences   and/or   events   in   
my   story.   

Conclusion   
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PS   C.4.3g    With   guidance   and   
support   from   peers   and   
adults,   develop   and   
strengthen   writing   as   needed   
by   planning,   revising,   editing   
and   rewriting.   

We   are   learning   to   develop   
and   strengthen   writing   with   
the   help   from   peers   and   
adults.   

I   can   use   support   from   peers   and   
adults   to   strengthen   writing   by:   

○ planning   
○ revising   
○ editing   
○ rewriting   

Plan   
Revise   
Edit     

PS   C.4.5   Conduct   short   research   
projects   that   build   knowledge  
through   investigation   of   
different   aspects   of   a   topic.   

We   are   learning   to   conduct   a   
short   research   project   and   
build   knowledge   about   a   
topic.   

I   can     
● identify   several   appropriate   

sources   of   information   to   
conduct   research   on   a   topic   

● use   several   appropriate   
sources   of   information   to   
conduct   research   on   a   topic   

● build   my   knowledge   about   
my   topic   through   research   and  
creating   a   project   

● create   a   research   project   using  
information   I   gathered   from   
several   appropriate   resources   

Research   
Sources   
Investigation   

PS   C.4.6   Summarize   relevant   
information   from   
experiences,   or   gather   
relevant   information   from   
various   print   and   digital   
sources;   take   notes,   
categorize   information   and   
provide   a   list   of   sources.   

We   are   learning   to     
● gather   information   

from   resources   or   
experiences   and   
summarize   it   into   a   
piece   of   writing   

● appropriately   
acknowledge   sources   
of   information   to   use   
in   our   writing   

I   can     
● summarize   relevant   

information   from   experiences    
● gather   relevant   information   

from   various   print   
● gather   relevant   information   

from   digital   sources     
● take   relevant   notes   
● categorize   information   
● provide   a   list   of   sources   

Summarize   
Relevant   
Print   Sources   
Digital   Sources   
Categorize   

PS   C.4.7   Compose   routinely   over  
extended   time   frames   and   
shorter   time   frames   for   a   
variety   of   tasks,   purposes   and  
audiences.   

We   are   learning   to   
compose/write   over   long   or   
short   time   frames.     

I   can     
● identify   my   task   for   writing   
● identify   my   purpose   for   

writing   
● identify   my   audience   for   

writing   

Situation   
Purpose   
Audience   
Task   
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● compose   a   piece   of   writing   
over   an   extended   time   

● compose   a   piece   of   writing   
during   a   short   amount   of   time    

PS   L.4.1   When   writing   or   
speaking,   demonstrate   
command   of   the   conventions   
of   standard   English   grammar  
and   usage.   

We   are   learning   to   identify   
and   apply   proper   grammar   
and   usage   when   writing   or   
speaking.   

I   can     
● use   proper   grammar   when   

speaking   
● use   proper   grammar   when   

writing   

Conventions   of     
    Standard     
    English   
Usage   

PS   L.4.1a.   Use   relative   pronouns   
and   relative   adverbs.  

We   are   learning   to   
● correctly   use   relative   

pronouns.   
● correctly   use   relative   

adverbs   

I   can     
● use   the   words   who,   whose,   

whom,   which,   and   that   
correctly   as   relative   pronouns  

● use   the   words   where,   when,   
and   why   correctly   as   relative   
adverbs   

Relative   Pronoun   
Relative   Adverb   
Progressive   
    Verb   Tense   
Modal   Auxiliaries   
Convey   
Auxiliary   Verbs  

PS   L.4.1b.   Use   the   progressive   
verb   tenses.     

We   are   learning   to   correctly   
use   the   progressive   verb   
tenses.   

I   can     
● use   the   proper   verb   tense   

when   speaking   
● use   the   proper   verb   tense   

when   writing   

Progressive   
    Verb   Tense   
  

PS   L.4.1c.   Use   modal   auxiliaries   
to   convey   various   conditions,   
such   as   can,   may   and   must.     

We   are   learning   to   correctly   
use   auxiliary   verbs.   

I   can     
● use   auxiliary   verbs   correctly   

when   speaking   
● use   auxiliary   verbs   correctly   

when   writing   

Modal   Auxiliaries   
Convey   
Auxiliary   Verbs   

PS   L.4.1d.   Order   adjectives   
within   sentences   according   to   
conventional   patterns.   

We   are   learning   to   order   
adjectives   within   a   sentence.    

I   can   order   adjectives   following   the   
order   of    opinion,   size,   age,   shape,   
color,   origin,   material,   and   purpose.   

Adjectives   
Conventional   Patterns   

PS   L.4.1e   Use   prepositional   
phrases.   

We   are   learning   to   correctly   
write   and   use   prepositional   
phrases   

I   can     
● identify   prepositional   phrases   

in   a   text   
● properly   use   prepositional   

phrases   in   my   writing   

Preposition   
Prepositional     
    Phrases   
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● My   prepositional   phrases   
include   both   an   object   and   the  
preposition   

PS   L.4.1f   Produce   complete   
sentences,   recognizing   and   
correcting   inappropriate   
fragments   and   run-ons.   

We   are   learning   to   write   
complete   sentences.   

I   can     
● identify   and   correct   a   

sentence   fragment   
● identify   and   correct   a   run-on   

sentence   

Complete   Sentence   
Sentence   Fragment   
Run-on   Sentence  

PS   L.4.1g   Use   frequently   
confused   words,   such   as   to,   
too,   two;   there,   their,they’re   

We   are   learning   to   use   
homophones   correctly.   

I   can     
● use   homophones   correctly   in   

my   writing   
● recognize   correct   and   

incorrect   use   of   homophones   
in   a   text   

Homophone   

PS   L.4.2a   When   writing,   
demonstrate   appropriate   use   
of   capitalization   rules.   
  

We   are   learning   to   use   correct  
capitalization   when   writing.   

I   can     
● capitalize   the   first   letter   of   the  

first   word   of   a   sentence   
● capitalize   the   first   letter   in   

names   and   other   proper   nouns  
● capitalize   the   first   letter   in   

quotes   that   are   written   as   
sentences   

● capitalize   the   first   letter   in   
days,   months,   and   holidays   -   
not   seasons   

● capitalize   the   first   letter   in   
most   major   words   in   titles   

● capitalize   the   first   letter   in   
cities,   countries,   nationalities,   
and   languages   

● capitalize   time   periods   and   
events   when   appropriate   

Capitalization  

PS   L.4.2b   When   writing,   use   
commas   and   quotation   marks  

We   are   learning   to   use   
commas   and   quotation   marks   

I   can     
● use   a   comma   between   a   tag   

Quote/   
Quotation   
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to   indicate   direct   speech   and   
quotations   for   a   text.   
  

correctly   in   dialogue.     (said,   asked,   replied)   and   a   
direct   quote   

● use   a   comma   at   the   end   of   a   
quote   when   it   is   not   at   the   end  
of   the   sentence   I   am   writing   

  

Comma   
Quotation   
     Mark   
Tag  
Direct   Speech   
Dialogue   

PS   L.4.2c   When   writing,   use   a   
comma   before   a   coordinating   
conjunction   in   a   compound   
sentence.  

We   are   learning   to   use   a   
comma   and   a   conjunction   
when   connecting   two   simple   
sentences   into   a   compound   
sentence.   

I   can     
● recognize   a   sentence   as   

simple   or   compound   
● identify   a   coordinating   

conjunction   and   the   two   
sentences   that   it   connects   

● use   a   comma   before   a   
coordinating   conjunction   in   a   
compound   sentence     

Coordinating     
    Conjunction   
Simple   Sentence   
Compound   Sentence   
  

PS   L.4.2d   When   writing,   consult   
reference   materials   as   needed   
to   check   and   correct   
spellings.     
  

We   are   learning   to   use   
appropriate   reference   
material    to   spell   words   
correctly.   

I   can     
● list   types   of   reference   

materials   
● explain   how   various   reference  

materials   are   used   

Reference   Materials   

PS   L.4.3   Use   knowledge   of   
language   and   its   conventions   
when   writing,   speaking,   
reading,   or   listening.     

We   are   learning   to   write,   
speak,   read,   and   listen   
properly.     

I   can     
● write   with   proper   grammar   
● speak   with   proper   grammar   
● read   and   comprehend   proper   

grammar  
● listen   to   and   comprehend   

proper   grammar   

Language   
    Convention   

PS   L.4.3a   Choose   words   and   
phrases   to   convey   ideas   
precisely.     

We   are   learning   to   use   words   
and   phrases   to   convey   ideas   
precisely.     

I   can     
● choose   my   words   and   phrases   

correctly   when   speaking   so   
that   others   can   understand   me  

● choose   my   words   and   phrases   
correctly   when   writing   so   that   
others   can   understand   me     

Phrases   
Convey   
Precise   
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PS   L.4.3b   Choose   punctuation   
for   effect   

We   are   learning   to   use   
punctuation   to   show   effect.   

I   can     
● recognize   the   appropriate   

types   of   punctuation   within   a   
text   

● choose   punctuation   to   add   
interest   and   help   my   reader   
understand   my   meaning     

Punctuation   
Effect   
  

PS   L.4.3c   Differentiate   between   
formal   and   informal   
discourse   patterns   based   on   
context.     

We   are   learning   to   
differentiate   when   we   need   to  
use   formal   speech   and   
informal   speech.   

I   can     
● recognize   formal   and   

informal   English   in   speaking   
or   text   

● use   formal   and   informal   
English   in   the   correct   
situations   

Formal   Language   
Informal   Language   
Discourse   

PS   L.4.4   Determine   or   clarify   the  
meaning   of   unknown   and   
multiple-meaning   words   and   
phrases   based   on   grade   4   
reading   and   content,   choosing  
flexibly   from   an   array   of   
strategies.   

We   are   learning   to   determine   
the   meaning   of   unknown   
words.     

I   can   determine   the   meaning   of   
unknown   words.     
  

  

PS   L.4.4a    Use   context   (e.g.,   
definitions,   examples,   or   
restatements   in   text)   as   a   clue   
to   the   meaning   of   a   word   or   
phrase.   

We   are   learning   to   use   
strategies   to   determine   the   
meaning   of   words   and   
phrases   in   a   text.   

I   can     
● use   context   clues   to   determine  

the   meaning   of   an   unknown   
word   

● identify   definitions,   examples,  
and/or   restatements   in   a   text   
to   determine   the   meaning   of   
an   unknown   word   

Context   Clues   
Definitions   
Examples   
Restatements     

PS   L.4.4b    Use   common   affixes   
and   roots   as   clues   to   the   
meaning   of   a   word.   

We   are   learning   to   use   
strategies   to   determine   the   
meaning   of   words   and   
phrases   in   a   text.   

I   can     
● use   prefixes   to   determine   the   

meaning   of    words   
● use   suffixes   to   determine   the   

meaning   of   words   
● determine   the   root   word   of   an   

Affixes   
Prefix   
Suffix   
Roots   
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unknown   word   
● use   the   root   of   an   unknown   

word   to   determine   its   
meaning   

PS   L.4.4c    Consult   print   and   
reference   materials   to   find   
the   pronunciation,   and   
determine   or   clarify   the   
precise   meaning   of   key   words   
and   phrases.     

We   are   learning   to   consult   
print   and   digital   reference   
materials   to   find   
pronunciation   and   meaning   
of   words   and   phrases.   

I   can     
● use   print   to   find   the   

pronunciation   of   a   word   
● use   a   digital   reference   to   find   

the   pronunciation   of   a   word   
● use    print   reference   materials   

to   find   the   meaning   of   a   word   
or   phrase   

● use    digital   reference   
materials   to   find   the   meaning   
of   a   word   or   phrase   

Pronunciation   
Clarify   
Precise   Meaning   
Reference   
    Materials   

PS   L.4.4d   Acquire   and   use   
accurately   grade-appropriate   
general   academic   and   
domain-specific   words   and   
phrases,   including   those   that   
signal   precise   actions   and   
that   are   basic   to   a   particular   
topic.   

We   are   learning   to   accurately   
use   new   vocabulary   in   
speaking   and   writing.   

I   can     
● determine   the   meaning   of   

grade-level   academic   words   
and   phrases   

● determine   the   meaning   of   
grade-level   domain-specific   
words   and   phrases   

Acquire   
Precise   

PS   L.4.5   Demonstrate   
understanding   of   figurative   
language,   word   relationships   
and   nuances   in   word   
meanings.     

We   are   learning   to     
● interpret   figurative   

language   used   in   a   
sentence   

● interpret   words   in   
relation   to   other   words   
in   the   sentence   

● determine   the   meaning   
of   a   word   in   a   sentence  
based   on   its   synonym   
or   antonym   

I   can     
● identify   similes   and   

metaphors   in   a   text   
● recognize   and   explain   the   

meaning   of   common   idioms   
● recognize   and   explain   

common   adages   
● recognize   and   explain   

common   proverbs   
● use   a   word’s   synonyms   and   

antonyms   to   determine   its   
meaning   

Figurative   
    Language   
Nuance   
Simile   
Metaphor   
Idiom   
Adages   
Proverbs   
Synonyms   
Antonyms   
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PS   L.4.5a   Explain   the   meanings   
of   simple   similes   and   
metaphors   in   context.     

We   are   learning   to   interpret   
figurative   language   used   in   a   
text.   

I   can     
● identify   and   interpret   similes   

in   a   text   
● identify   and   interpret   

metaphors   in   a   text   

Simile   
Metaphor   
  

PS   L.4.5b   Recognize   and   explain   
the   meaning   of   common   
idioms,   adages   and   proverbs.    

We   are   learning   to   recognize   
and   explain   idioms,   adages,   
and   proverbs   in   a   text.   

I   can     
● recognize   and   explain   the   

meaning   of   common   idioms   
● recognize   and   explain   

common   adages   
● recognize   and   explain   

common   proverbs   

Idiom   
Adages   
Proverbs   

PS   L.4.5c   Demonstrate   
understanding   of   words   by   
relating   them   to   their   
synonyms   and   antonyms.     

We   are   learning   to   determine   
the   meaning   of   a   word   by   
relating   it   to   its   synonyms   
and/or   antonyms.   

I   can     
● use   a   word’s   synonym   to   

determine   its   meaning   
● use   a   word’s   antonym   to   

determine   its   meaning   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Synonyms   
Antonyms   
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Quarter   4   Standards  Learning   Targets   Success   Criteria   Content   Vocabulary   
PS   

  
RF.4.3   Know   and   apply   
grade-level   phonics   and   word   
analysis   skills   in   decoding   
words.   

We   are   learning   to   decode   
unfamiliar   words.  

I   can   decode   the   words   using   
phonics   and   word   analysis   skills.   
(List   specific   skills/strategies   in   SC   
that   you   will   be   covering   for   the   
day.)   

Phonics   
Word   Analysis   
Decode   
  

  RF.4.3a   Use   combined   
knowledge   of   all   letter-sound   
correspondences,   syllabication   
patterns   and   morphology   to   
accurately   read   unfamiliar   
multisyllabic   words.   

We   are   learning   to   use   
strategies   to   decode   
unfamiliar   words.  

I   can     
● use   syllables   to   help   me   

figure   out   a   new   word   
● use   prefixes   and   suffixes   to   

help   me   figure   out   a   new   
word   

● use   roots   to   help   me   figure   
out   a   new   word   

Syllable   
Multisyllabic   
Morphology   
Root   
Affixes   
Prefix   
Suffix   

PS   
  

RF.4.4   Read   fluently   
(accuracy,   speed   and   
prosody)   on   grade-level   text   
to   support   comprehension.   

We   are   learning   to   read   with   
accuracy   and   fluency   to   
support   my   comprehension.   

I   can     
● read   a   text   at   the   right   speed   

to   help   me   comprehend   it   
● read   without   unnecessary   

pauses   to   help   me   
comprehend   a   text   

● define   “prosody”   and   read   
poetry   with   it   

Fluency   
Comprehension   
Prosody   

  RF.4.4a   Fluently   read   
grade-level   text   with   purpose   
and   understanding.    

We   are   learning   to   read   a   text   
with   purpose   and   
understanding.     

I   can     
● fluently   read   text   
● state   my   purpose   for   reading     
● accurately   answer   questions   

about   the   text   I   read   

Reading   with   
    Purpose   
Reading   for   
    Understanding   
Fluent   

  RF.4.4b   Fluently   read   
grade-level   prose   and   poetry   
orally   on   successive   readings.     

We   are   learning   to   read   
poetry   and   prose   aloud   
fluently.     
  

I   can   
● define   and   identify   prose   
● define   and   identify   poetry   
● read   poetry   and/or   prose   

aloud   at   the   right   speed   to   
help   me   comprehend   it   

● read   poetry   and/or   prose   

Prose   
Poetry   
Oral/Orally  
Fluent   
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aloud   without   unnecessary   
pauses   to   help   me   
comprehend   it   

  RF.4.4c   Use   context   to   confirm   
or   self-correct   word   recognition  
and   understanding,   rereading   as  
necessary.     

We   are   learning   to   use   
context   clues   to   determine   the  
meaning   of   words   and   
phrases   in   a   text.   
  
  

I   can     
● use   context   clues   to   confirm   

or   self-correct   words   in   a   text   
(list   the   different   types   of   
context   clues)   

● reread   when   necessary   to   help  
me   understand   words   in   a   text  

Context   
Self-correct   
Reread   

PS   RL.4.6    Compare/contrast   the  
point   of   view   of   first   and   
third   person   narrators   and   
the   effect   they   have   on   the   
reader.   

We   are   learning   to   compare   
and   contrast   the   different   
points   of   view   and   explain   
the   effect   they   have   on   the   
reader.   
  
  
  

I   can     
● identify   the   point   of   view   in   

which   a   story   is   narrated   
● explain   how   a   story   is   told   in   

the   first   person   
● explain   how   a   story   is   told   in   

the   third   person   
● explain   the   similarities   and   

differences   in   points   of   view   
● explain   how   the   different   

points   of   view   changes   what   
the   reader   knows/learns   

Compare   
Contrast   
Point   of   View   
First   Person   
Third   Person   
Effect     
Narrator   

PS   RL.4.9   Compare/contrast   
themes,   topics   and   patterns   of  
events   in   stories,   myths   and  
traditional   literature   from   
different   cultures.   

We   are   learning   to   compare   
and   contrast   themes,   topics,   
and   patterns   of   events   in   
literature   from   different   
cultures.   

I   can     
● compare/contrast   similar   

themes   in   stories,   myths,   and   
traditional   literature   from   
different   cultures   

● compare/contrast   similar   
topics   in   stories,   myths,   and   
traditional   literature   from   
different   cultures   

● compare/contrast   patterns   of   
events   in   stories,   myths,   and   
traditional   literature   from   
different   cultures   

Compare   
Contrast   
Theme   
Myths   
Pattern   of     
    Events   
Topics   
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  RL.4.10   By   the   end   of   the   year,   
flexibly   use   a   variety   of   
comprehension   strategies   (i.e.   
questioning,   monitoring,   
visualizing,   inferencing,   
summarizing,   synthesizing,   
using   prior   knowledge,   
determining   importance)   to   
read,   comprehend   and   analyze   
grade   level   appropriate,   
complex   literary   texts   
independently   and   proficiently.    

We   are   learning   to   read   and   
comprehend   literature   
appropriate   for   our   grade   
level.   

I   can     
● read   and   comprehend   dramas   

on   or   above   grade   level     
● read   and   comprehend   poetry   

on   or   above   grade   level     
● read   and   comprehend   stories   

on   or   above   grade   level     

Questioning   
Monitoring   
Visualizing   
Inferencing   
Summarizing   
Synthesizing   
Prior   Knowledge  
Analyze   
Complex   Texts   
Independent   
Proficient   

PS   RI.4.6   Compare/contrast   a   
firsthand   and   secondhand   
account   of   the   same   event   or   
topic.   

We   are   learning   to   compare   
and   contrast   firsthand   and   
secondhand   accounts   of   the   
same   event   or   topic.   

I   can     
● explain   what   a   firsthand   

account   is   
● explain   what   a   secondhand   

account   is   
● describe   the   similarities   in   

information   given   in   a   
firsthand   and   secondhand   
account   of   the   same   
event/topic   

● describe   the   differences   in   
information   given   in   a   
firsthand   and   secondhand   
account   of   the   same   
event/topic   

Compare   
Contrast   
Firsthand   
Secondhand   
  

PS   RI.4.8   Explain   how   an   author  
uses   reasons   and   evidence   to   
support   particular   claims   the   
author   makes   in   a   text.     

We   are   learning   to     
● explain   how   an   author   

uses   reasons   and   
evidence   to   support   a   
claim   

● determine   which   
evidence   connects   to   a   
particular   claim     

I   can     
● identify   an   author’s   claim   
● identify   an   author's   reasons   to   

support   a   claim   in   a   text   
● identify   an   author’s   evidence   

to   support   a   claim   in   a   text   

Claim   
Text   
Evidence   
Text   Support   
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  RI.4.10   By   the   end   of   the   year,   
flexibly   use   a   variety   of   
comprehension   strategies   (i.e.,   
questioning,   monitoring,   
visualizing,   inferencing,   
summarizing,   synthesizing,   
using   prior   knowledge,   
determining   importance)   to   
read,   comprehend   and   analyze   
grade   level   appropriate,   
complex   informational   texts   
independently   and   proficiently.  

We   are   learning   to   read   and   
comprehend   informational   
text.   

I   can     
● read   and   comprehend   key   

ideas   in   an   informational   text   
● describe   structures   in   an   

informational   text     
  
  
  

Comprehension   
Questioning   
Monitoring   
Visualizing   
Inferencing   
Summarizing   
Synthesizing   
Prior   Knowledge  
Analyze   
Complex   Texts   
Independent   
Proficient   

PS   C.4.5   Conduct   short   research   
projects   that   build   knowledge  
through   investigation   of   
different   aspects   of   a   topic.   

We   are   learning   to   conduct   a   
short   research   project   and   
build   knowledge   about   a   
topic.   

I   can     
● identify   several   appropriate   

sources   of   information   to   
conduct   research   on   a   topic   

● use   several   appropriate   
sources   of   information   to   
conduct   research   on   a   topic   

● build   my   knowledge   about   
my   topic   through   research   and  
creating   a   project   

● create   a   research   project   using  
information   I   gathered   from   
several   appropriate   resources   

Research   
Sources   
Investigation   

PS   C.4.6   Summarize   relevant   
information   from   
experiences,   or   gather   
relevant   information   from   
various   print   and   digital   
sources;   take   notes,   
categorize   information   and   
provide   a   list   of   sources.   

We   are   learning   to     
● gather   information   

from   resources   or   
experiences   and   
summarize   it   into   a   
piece   of   writing   

● appropriately   
acknowledge   sources   
of   information   to   use   
in   our   writing   

I   can     
● summarize   relevant   

information   from   experiences    
● gather   relevant   information   

from   various   print   
● gather   relevant   information   

from   digital   sources     
● take   relevant   notes   
● categorize   information   
● provide   a   list   of   sources   

Summarize   
Relevant   
Print   Sources   
Digital   Sources   
Categorize   
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PS   C.4.7   Compose   routinely   over  
extended   time   frames   and   
shorter   time   frames   for   a   
variety   of   tasks,   purposes   and  
audiences.   

We   are   learning   to   
compose/write   over   long   or   
short   time   frames.     

I   can     
● identify   my   task   for   writing   
● identify   my   purpose   for   

writing   
● identify   my   audience   for   

writing   
● compose   a   piece   of   writing   

over   an   extended   time   
● compose   a   piece   of   writing   

during   a   short   amount   of   time    

Situation   
Purpose   
Audience   
Task   

PS   L.4.3   Use   knowledge   of   
language   and   its   conventions   
when   writing,   speaking,   
reading,   or   listening.     

We   are   learning   to   write,   
speak,   read,   and   listen   
properly.     

I   can     
● write   with   proper   grammar   
● speak   with   proper   grammar   
● read   and   comprehend   proper   

grammar  
● listen   to   and   comprehend   

proper   grammar   

Language   
    Convention   

PS   L.4.3a   Choose   words   and   
phrases   to   convey   ideas   
precisely.     

We   are   learning   to   use   words   
and   phrases   to   convey   ideas   
precisely.     

I   can     
● choose   my   words   and   phrases   

correctly   when   speaking   so   
that   others   can   understand   me  

● choose   my   words   and   phrases   
correctly   when   writing   so   that   
others   can   understand   me     

Phrases   
Convey   
Precise   
  
  

PS   L.4.3b   Choose   punctuation   
for   effect   

We   are   learning   to   use   
punctuation   to   show   effect.   

I   can     
● recognize   the   appropriate   

types   of   punctuation   within   a   
text   

● choose   punctuation   to   add   
interest   and   help   my   reader   
understand   my   meaning     

Punctuation   
Effect   
  

PS   L.4.3c   Differentiate   between   
formal   and   informal   
discourse   patterns   based   on   
context.     

We   are   learning   to   
differentiate   when   we   need   to  
use   formal   speech   and   
informal   speech.   

I   can     
● recognize   formal   and   

informal   English   in   speaking   
or   text   

Formal   Language   
Informal   Language   
Discourse   
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● use   formal   and   informal   
English   in   the   correct   
situations   

PS   L.4.4   Determine   or   clarify   the  
meaning   of   unknown   and   
multiple-meaning   words   and   
phrases   based   on   grade   4   
reading   and   content,   choosing  
flexibly   from   an   array   of   
strategies.   

We   are   learning   to   determine   
the   meaning   of   unknown   
words.     

I   can   determine   the   meaning   of   
unknown   words.     
  

  

PS   L.4.4a    Use   context   (e.g.,   
definitions,   examples,   or   
restatements   in   text)   as   a   clue   
to   the   meaning   of   a   word   or   
phrase.   

We   are   learning   to   use   
strategies   to   determine   the   
meaning   of   words   and   
phrases   in   a   text.   

I   can     
● use   context   clues   to   determine  

the   meaning   of   an   unknown   
word   

● identify   definitions,   examples,  
and/or   restatements   in   a   text   
to   determine   the   meaning   of   
an   unknown   word   

Context   Clues   
Definitions   
Examples   
Restatements     

PS   L.4.4b    Use   common   affixes   
and   roots   as   clues   to   the   
meaning   of   a   word.   

We   are   learning   to   use   
strategies   to   determine   the   
meaning   of   words   and   
phrases   in   a   text.   

I   can     
● use   prefixes   to   determine   the   

meaning   of    words   
● use   suffixes   to   determine   the   

meaning   of   words   
● determine   the   root   word   of   an   

unknown   word   
● use   the   root   of   an   unknown   

word   to   determine   its   
meaning   

Affixes   
Prefix   
Suffix   
Roots   

PS   L.4.4c    Consult   print   and   
reference   materials   to   find   
the   pronunciation,   and   
determine   or   clarify   the   
precise   meaning   of   key   words   
and   phrases.     

We   are   learning   to   consult   
print   and   digital   reference   
materials   to   find   
pronunciation   and   meaning   
of   words   and   phrases.   

I   can     
● use   print   to   find   the   

pronunciation   of   a   word   
● use   a   digital   reference   to   find   

the   pronunciation   of   a   word   
● use    print   reference   materials   

to   find   the   meaning   of   a   word   

Pronunciation   
Clarify   
Precise   Meaning   
Reference   
    Materials   
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or   phrase   
● use    digital   reference   

materials   to   find   the   meaning   
of   a   word   or   phrase   

PS   L.4.4d   Acquire   and   use   
accurately   grade-appropriate   
general   academic   and   
domain-specific   words   and   
phrases,   including   those   that   
signal   precise   actions   and   
that   are   basic   to   a   particular   
topic.   

● We   are   learning   to   
accurately   use   new   
vocabulary   in   speaking  
and   writing.   

I   can     
● determine   the   meaning   of   

grade-level   academic   words   
and   phrases   

● determine   the   meaning   of   
grade-level   domain-specific   
words   and   phrases   

Acquire   
Precise   

PS   L.4.5a   Explain   the   meanings   
of   simple   similes   and   
metaphors   in   context.     

We   are   learning   to   interpret   
figurative   language   used   in   a   
text.   

I   can     
● identify   and   interpret   similes   

in   a   text   
● identify   and   interpret   

metaphors   in   a   text   

Simile   
Metaphor   
  

PS   L.4.5b   Recognize   and   explain   
the   meaning   of   common   
idioms,   adages   and   proverbs.    

We   are   learning   to   recognize   
and   explain   idioms,   adages,   
and   proverbs   in   a   text.   

I   can     
● recognize   and   explain   the   

meaning   of   common   idioms   
● recognize   and   explain   

common   adages   
● recognize   and   explain   

common   proverbs   

Idiom   
Adages   
Proverbs   

PS   L.4.5c   Demonstrate   
understanding   of   words   by   
relating   them   to   their   
synonyms   and   antonyms.     

We   are   learning   to   determine   
the   meaning   of   a   word   by   
relating   it   to   its   synonyms   
and/or   antonyms.   

I   can     
● use   a   word’s   synonym   to   

determine   its   meaning   
● use   a   word’s   antonym   to   

determine   its   meaning   

Synonyms   
Antonyms   
  


